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programs like this: #include #include int main(void) { return 0; } This fails (with
a LINK error) if the C++ runtime is not installed. I don't want to use the registry,

because the user might not have administrative rights. A: The C runtime and
the C++ runtime are entirely separate things. There are no registry keys in the
registry for one or the other. In the assembly code generated by the compiler at
build time, you'll notice that C runtime functions are prefixed with "__imp_" and
C++ runtime functions are prefixed with "__cdecl_". The compiler differentiates
between the C runtime and the C++ runtime code. They are not, however, the
same code! So, you can't check if a C++ runtime is installed, except by looking

at what is linked in to the executable. For example: $ gcc -o test test.
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